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Automated Order Fulfillment Solutions
WHO ARE WE?
Tension Packaging & Automation designs and builds modular and scalable automated
packaging, weighing, manifesting, and sorting systems for direct-to-the-consumer order
fulfillment distribution centers, AND mail order and central fill pharmacies. If you are
hand picking and packing items into corrugated boxes, polybags, or padded envelopes,
then one of Tension’s automated packaging and sorting solutions could be a very costeffective option for you.
AUTOMATED PACKAGING SOLUTIONS
For many years, Tension has been developing semi-automated polybagging packaging
and sorting solutions to handle the shipping of various items to customers' homes. Up
to now, Tension has only sold polybagging systems that produce fixed length polybags.
Traditionally, the costs for shipping packages directly to your home was based only on the
weight/distance of the package. New shipping rates are now based on the dimensional
weight (DIM), which is a calculation that uses the weight AND the length x width x height
of the packages.
Our polybagging solutions range from the Sharp SX tabletop bagging systems, to our
unique HPC Fixed Length Horizontal Polybagging system and now our NEW HPS-100
— Variable Length Horizontal Packaging System. Designed specifically for shipping
variable length items, the HPS accepts a continuous stream of products, determines
the optimum length using sensors and then cuts the polyfilm to create a custom sized
package. The package exits the system and a shipping label is applied. An optional inline
scale is available for weight verification or rate shopping. Once the package is finished,
it travels down to a sorter so it can be diverted into the correct bin for carrier shipping.
A smaller package results in less consumables being used and lower shipping costs.
WHY CHOOSE US
Tension Packaging brings a totally integrated automated packaging labeling, weighing,
and sorting solution to the pre-pack and direct-to-the-consumer order fulfillment market.
Given that we are responsible for all facets of the solution, including concept design,
machine, software, consumables, training, and support, we remain committed throughout
the installation and operation process to make sure your automated pre-pack and order
fulfillment solution project goes smoothly and meets all your expectations. We understand
the demand to control costs, increase productivity, and grow your organization.
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